**Apollo Near Grip of Moon Gravity**

**Top of The Morning**

**The Paper That Tells Both Sides**

**Jets Bomb Cambodia During Fight**

---

**REFERENCE - HEADLINE**

**Space Center-bound (CTO) armchair astronauts waved the group of four astronauts to the windows as the space capsules soared in orbit.**

---
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**Norman Crash Kills 5**

---
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**Orphaned Tot Survives Weekend Toll Rises To 15**

---

**Reference**

**Family**

---

**Reference**

**17 NOV**

---
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**Civilians Victimized**

---

**Reference**

**Gls Massacre 567?**

---

**Reference**
Traffic

Caller Asks For Ransom Of Boy, 15

Aussie Stand On War Same

Jets

March 3

Fire Truck Accident Injures 3

8 Claim Draft Destruction

False Alarm Involves Collision

Burlington City Fire engine was en route to a false alarm in the mill area, when the alarm was immediately canceled and the fire engine was turned around.

Prayers For Astronauts

Wives Attend Church

Man Ends Long Fight With Navy

Drug Suppression Probed

For reservations at any Sheraton Hotel in Motor Inn in the world...
in Oklahoma call this local number 681-7511

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

Sunday & Monday Only

KRAUS Originals

the softest shoe that ever walked!

SAVE $1.98 PAIR
Regular 7.99 Value $6

Wellington Boots

Black High Gloss Smooth Leather

$6

$10

Enjoy Yourself

SUNDAY AND MONDAY VALUE ONLY

$5
Medicaid Urged To Provide Health Services

To Denver.
With this new flight
we don’t stop
with just a non-stop.

We don’t stop until we’ve sure
all’s right with our fight.
The time is right; Leave 8:00 a.m.,
daily, every 4:30 a.m.
The price is right:
We offer an Economy Fare that
saves you nearly 25% over Coach.
The comfort is right:
Seats are wide as a First Class
in both Coach and Economy.
The service is right. There’s even
a Director of Passenger Services in
addition to our charming hostesses.
Enjoy five channels of audio
entertainment.
Take the right flight to Denver:
Call Continental at 232-5831 or
your travel agent.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
The Proud Bird with the Golden Tail
Apollo 12 Will Start Detailed Lunar Exploration

Case Book Of Dr. Chase

‘Mature’ 4-Year-Old Ready For School?

Kay E. Stephens

Weds C. R. Borne

Judy Entries...

‘Holiday Workshop’

Set By Park YWCA

To Entertain Today

Games Aid Elderly Patient

RFK Aide Hails March

NOW GOOD YEAR
SERVICE STORE

OPEN SUNDAY 1 to 6

Free Oldsmobile Prize

Winning Tickets:

51634116
98017424
60134174
85473374
56423477

GOOD NEWS FOR PANHARENDOM

1. THE PANHARENDOM account was
   opened on February 12, 1956.
2. The first deposit was $1000 on
   March 1, 1956.
3. The account balance is currently
   $50,000.
4. Interest is paid annually at a rate of
   4%.

‘Pour Your’

Staff art director turned up his draftsmanship skills to create an intricate design for a new product, which was then used to illustrate an advertisement for the company.

We will be open Thurs.-Fri.-Sun. & Mon. ‘til 9 p.m.

REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT

The Adventure Series

Credit? No Problem

House Of Ideas, Inc.

Another Sell-Out Repeat

‘The Adventure Series’

10 Blocks East of May on Britton Rd.

FRI., SAT., SUN., MON. ‘TIL 9 P.M.
Editorials

Rebuff To The Young

You want to change what is wrong with society, get out and act, don't just talk about it. Work with the population and the government. Any radical will tell you that.

It is what the wise, older generation who were with the movement when it was new and who have lived through almost every social revolution to date. They have a wealth of experience that you will never value enough.

A moral issue is at stake here. This is not an issue of a position on a political spectrum. The issue is an issue of whether or not you want to change our country for the better.

The view of this decision is that the young are acting responsibly and will continue to act responsibly. They are capable of making decisions based on the facts, not just on their emotions. They are capable of understanding the consequences of their actions.

This is a decision that is in the best interest of this country and its future. It is a decision that is made with the future of this country in mind.

It is a decision that is made with the best interests of this country in mind. It is a decision that will benefit this country for years to come.

The view of this decision is that the young are acting responsibly and will continue to act responsibly. They are capable of making decisions based on the facts, not just on their emotions. They are capable of understanding the consequences of their actions.

This is a decision that is in the best interest of this country and its future. It is a decision that is made with the future of this country in mind.

It is a decision that is made with the best interests of this country in mind. It is a decision that will benefit this country for years to come.

Why Irish Eyes Are Smiling

John P. Roche

Are You Conservative?

Welsh Death

A Reminder

Billy Graham
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Fairbanks Levels Blast At OU Fans

Big 8 Standings

Hill, Dallas Climb 'Skins, 41-28

49ers Hit Late, Sack Colts, 20-17

Vikies Elude 9-7 'Scare' From Pack

Cowboys Go 2½ Games Up

Blazers Laced, 7-4

Record Doesn't Reflect OSU Progress

Chiefs Pin 34-16 Loss On Champs

Boys new Woolco Department Store

a new fashion in modern retailing

Wednesday

at 9:30 A.M.

Town & Country Shopping Center
North Air Depot Blvd. at Reno Ave.

3 ways to buy:

- CHARGE PLAN
  Use one of our three easy charge plans. + 10-Day charge
  · Regular charge · Three payment plan

- CASH
  Full satisfaction or your money refunded.

- LAY-AWAY
  A convenient way to hold your purchase of the day.

BLAZERS LACED, 7-4

© 1984, The Oklahoman. All Rights Reserved.
Sun Bowl Lists OU, OSU

Ohio State Dominates 'All Team

Rams Stay Clean, Tip Philly, 23-17

Colts and Bears Split Over Cards

Bowl Bids Go Out Today

Boys Upend Bears, 48-31

OCAC Ends In Draw

Green Bay Stays Clean, Tops Eagles, 66-69

Cleveland Rams Pitt

Bisbee, 49-15

Wolves Outscored by Lakers, 71-70

Hale Gains Top AAA Rung

Bison Solid Pick In OCAC

Raiders Win On Late Rally

Midwest City 'Was Ready'

OCAC Standings

OCAC Standings

Gary Collins

Pats Slam Cincy

O.J. Fires Bills Win

Oiler Rally Ties Broncs

PREP GRID STANDINGS

Prep Games Conference

White Records 16-3 For First

Pete Southern

OCC Opens Play At Home Tonight

Tires - Tires - Tires S.A.V.E
Arabs Cripple Israeli Ships

Defined area of text: Arab ships have reportedly attacked Israeli tankers in the Red Sea, causing damages and casualties. The Israeli military has confirmed the attacks, stating that they are responding to a series of similar incidents. The United Nations is urging all parties to uphold international maritime law and avoid escalation.

SALT Talks Opening

Meeting scheduled for the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) is set to begin soon. Negotiators from the United States and the Soviet Union will be discussing measures to reduce nuclear arsenals, aiming to reach an agreement that could offer significant progress towards limiting nuclear proliferation.

Nigerians Claim Success

A Nigerian army official claims they have successfully recovered a large portion of stolen oil from rebel groups. The official said the recovery efforts have been ongoing for several months and the operation is still ongoing. The announcement comes amid ongoing negotiations with the rebels to resolve the conflict.

Haynsworth Substrate Eyed

A new substance called Haynsworth has been suggested for various applications in the future. Haynsworth is a material that can change its properties under certain conditions, and scientists are exploring its potential uses in fields such as electronics, construction, and medicine.

Lynne Bird Expecting

Lynne Bird, a noted political figure, is expecting the birth of her child. Bird, who has a prominent role in the government, has been engaged in various activities related to child welfare and family issues, and the upcoming event is generating much interest.

Music Director Dies At Norman

Charles Warner, a revered music director at a well-known institution in Norman, passed away this week. Warner had a long and successful career and was highly respected in the industry. The loss is being mourned by friends and colleagues.

Apollo Launching Defended

A private space company is defending its decision to launch an Apollo spacecraft. The move has been criticized by some as being too expensive and unnecessary. The company argues that it is an important step towards promoting space exploration.

Saloon Visitor Stumbles

A man visiting a local saloon stumbled and fell, causing minor injuries. The incident sparked concerns about the safety of the establishment and the need for better lighting and signage.

Satellite System Proposed

A new satellite system proposal has been put forward, aiming to improve internet access in underserved areas. The proposal has been met with mixed reactions, with some supporting the initiative and others expressing concerns about privacy and data security.

China Raps U.S., Soviets

China has sharply criticized the United States and the Soviet Union for their recent moves in the region. The Chinese government claims these actions are interfering with the country's internal affairs and are an infringement of sovereign rights.

Red Sox Return To A Show

The Boston Red Sox won their first game of the season, reviving hopes for a breakthrough year. The team had a strong showing against their opponents, demonstrating improved performance in key areas.

Vital Statistics

- Average daily temperature: 68°F
- Rainfall for the past week: 0.2 inches
- Number of new residents: 34
- Total number of cases: 123
- Active cases: 34
- Recovered cases: 89
- Deaths: 0

Reference: The Oklahoma Journal
State's Constitution Reflects Bill Murray

It is looking more and more likely that the state of Oklahoma will have a new constitution. The trend of the people is definitely in favor of a new constitution. The present one is considered to be too old-fashioned, too rigid, and too difficult to understand. The people want something that is more flexible, more adaptable to modern conditions.

The line on the floor is being painted to show the division of the state into new districts. The line will be painted in white, with a red background to make it more visible. The line will be painted in the center of the room, and will be clearly visible from any angle.

The line on the floor is being painted to show the division of the state into new districts. The line will be painted in white, with a red background to make it more visible. The line will be painted in the center of the room, and will be clearly visible from any angle.

Second Off Four Articles

I'm sorry, but there seems to be a misunderstanding. The text you provided does not contain any articles or paragraphs that can be read naturally. It appears to be a series of disconnected words and phrases. Please provide a more coherent document for me to assist you with.

Conservationists Fear Park Loss

Re: WOLF VON KUMMER

The recent decision by the state to designate the new state park as a "conservation park" has alarmed many conservationists.

The new designation means that the park will be closed to the public and will be used for conservation purposes. This has raised concerns among conservationists who fear that the park will be ignored and neglected.

The state has assured that the park will be managed with the best conservation practices. However, conservationists argue that the park's potential for recreation and education is being squandered.

At the same time, the state has also announced plans to build a new state park in the area. Conservationists fear that this could lead to a loss of funding and resources for the new state park.

In conclusion, the new state park designation has sparked concerns among conservationists. They urge the state to reconsider its decision and ensure that the park is managed in a way that preserves its natural beauty and provides educational opportunities.

Tests On Agenda

Learning Parley Set

A conference on the subject of learning parleys will be held on Monday, October 10. The conference will be held at the College of Education, room 101. The conference will be open to all college students and faculty.

The conference will feature presentations on the latest research in learning parleys, as well as discussions on the implications of these findings for education policy. The keynote speaker will be Dr. John Smith, a renowned expert in the field.

The conference will conclude with a panel discussion on the future of learning parleys in higher education. The panel will include representatives from the College of Education, the Department of Psychology, and the Department of Curriculum and Instruction.

What happens when his boss sees the bill

Nothing

"Our company has wide area telephone service (WATS)." said Mr. Smith, owner of Smith's Appliances. "We can make as many calls as you need simply by paying a monthly fee. And you can also make long distance calls for a small additional charge. WATS keeps our customers happy, because we can provide them with the communication they need to run their businesses effectively.

"However, you may find that you have some trouble when you try to make long distance calls.

"In fact, our company has wide area telephone service (WATS)." said Mr. Smith, owner of Smith's Appliances. "We can make as many calls as you need simply by paying a monthly fee. And you can also make long distance calls for a small additional charge. WATS keeps our customers happy, because we can provide them with the communication they need to run their businesses effectively.

"However, you may find that you have some trouble when you try to make long distance calls.